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Overview

- Shazam recognizes songs with a fingerprinting algorithm that involves taking an STFT of the songs and then processing the STFT to create a hashable, reduced representation of the song
- Our goal was to do the preprocessing (mainly the STFT) for that algorithm in hardware, and then do the remainder of the algorithm, including creating the database of hashed songs in software
- In addition to implementing a hardware STFT accelerator, and implementing the software portion of the algorithm, our project also required hooking up the board’s microphone and configuring it with the I2C bus, as well as interfacing with the Avalon bus
The Shazam Algorithm: Creating the Database

1. Take STFT of audio
2. Find amplitude peaks of the STFT
3. Prune amplitude peaks to retain only the most significant peaks. This pruning step makes the algorithm robust against noise. At this point, amplitude data can be discarded, and what remains is a “constellation map”
4. Create pairs of peaks that are in close time-proximity to each other. Form a fingerprint from each pair by concatenating the frequency of each peak, and the time delta between them
5. Put each fingerprint in a hashtable where the key is the fingerprint and the value is the song name and the absolute time of the first peak in the pair.
The Shazam Algorithm: Identifying Song Samples

1. Repeat steps 1-4 of the databasing algorithm (STFT, peaks, pruning, and fingerprints) on the incoming unknown song sample
2. Look up each resulting fingerprint in the database
3. For each song in the database, count the number of fingerprint matches that share both the first absolute time in the databased song and the absolute time in the unknown sample
4. Choose the song with the highest number of such matches (in case of a tie, choose the databased song with the smaller number of entries in the database).
System Architecture

Software

Userspace Application

Song Fingerprint Database (hashtable) → Print best match to console → Find best match

Linux Driver Produces one full FFT per time sample

Find and Prune peaks → Convert peaks to fingerprints

Hardware

Microphone (or line-In) → Audio CODEC chip → Audio Controller → STFT 512
How it works...

Adding a Song to our Database

Song File → Spectogram → Constellation Map → Song Fingerprints → Fingerprint Database

Classifying a Song

Audio → Spectogram → Constellation Map → Song Fingerprints → Compare Sample Fingerprints to Database → Identify Song
Hardware Overview

1. Our design calculates the STFT of the incoming audio.
2. After being passed through the audio codec and the audio driver, the input to the Sfft module is a mono representation of the audio and the ‘advance’ signal which switches on the sampling of the input signal.
3. The Sfft module in turn calculate the STFT by implementing the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, so as to avoid large matrix multiplications.
4. The base hardware block needed to accomplish this would be a module (ButterflyModule) that performs a single radix-2 FFT calculation. Then, this module can be replicated and pipelined to calculate any N-point FFT as shown below (next slide).
Hardware: FFT Accelerator Module Block Diagram
Butterfly Calculations

Butterflies Per Iteration = N/2

Iterations = log2(N)
Sfft Stage
Sfft Pipeline
Hardware / Software Interface

1. Data produced by hardware module is stored in a memory mapped buffer.
2. The data that is read from the bus is the value of a counter that tallies the number of STFT results thus far computed is placed in the buffer.
3. The driver reads from the buffer to retrieve the data. Once the driver begins reading, the buffer will not be overwritten until the data retrieval is finished.
4. However, the hardware makes no guarantee that the next sample seen by the driver will be the next sample sequentially (i.e., if the driver is too slow retrieving data, some data may be dropped).
5. Our algorithm is robust against occasional missed sample (as long as timing data is preserved -- hence the need for the sample counter).
Software - Amplitudinal Peak Finding

- The STFT data comes in from the accelerator as a two-dimensional array (see diagram to the right).
- In software, we divide the 256 frequencies into 6 logarithmic bins. In each bin, we find all peak candidates -- all entries in the array whose amplitudes are greater than all of their four neighbors. Then, for each bin, at each time slice, we keep only the peak with the highest amplitude of the peak candidates.
Software - Pruning and Fingerprinting

- At this point peaks are represented as 3-tuples consisting of the time, frequency, and amplitude.
- In order to further reduce the number of peaks we use, we prune in the following manner. We look at a time chunk time slices at a time, and take the average and the standard deviation of all peak amplitudes in that time chunk. Then we throw away all peaks with amplitudes that are less than the average plus a the standard deviation times a coefficient.
- Fingerprints, as aforementioned, amount to pairs of these pruned peaks.
- Checking for equality between fingerprints is quick and computationally inexpensive.
Challenges and Lessons Learned

*Know your specifications*

1. Specifying memory in an interpretable way (lest the *synthesizer* punish you)
2. Know hardware default input sampling frequency.
3. Certain considerations were based on erroneous assumptions about bus throughput
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